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The problem considered here is that of simultaneously reconstructing spatially 
dependent velocity and dissipation profiles for a one-dimensional medium using a 
finite time trace of normal incidence reflection data measured on one side of the 
medium. It is shown that if the sup norm of the reflection data is bounded in a par- 
ticular way, then this inverse problem is guaranteed to have a solution. A numerical 
algorithm which is based on this existence proof is used to illustrate the reconstruc- 
tion process. $3 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper deals with an inverse scattering problem for a dissipative 
medium. In particular, conditions are derived under which such problems 
have a solution and an algorithm is presented for the construction of a 
solution. 
Questions regarding existence of solutions of inverse problems for non- 
dissipative media have been studied by a number of authors (see e.g., [6]). 
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However, the corresponding question for dissipative problems is not as 
well understood. The only results to this effect are [3, 71, which deal with 
a more specialized problem than that considered here and [ 11, which deals 
with a more general problem but utilizes more specialized input data. 
A generalized wave splitting approach to the inverse problem appears in 
[S], with an accompanying existence and uniqueness proof based on time 
derivatives of the zeroth and second moments of the scattering data. 
The physical problem which forms the basis for the analysis presented 
here is that of simultaneously determining the permittivity and conductivity 
profiles of an inhomogeneous finite slab. Various aspects of transient direct 
and inverse scattering for such media have been studied in [2-51. The rele- 
vant equations from that analysis are presented below and are the starting 
point for the present paper. Transient reflection data from normal 
incidence is the input for this problem. 
A change of independent variables [4] transforms the underlying PDE 
modeling electromagnetic wave propagation to 
u 5 Y -us, + A(x) 24, + B(x) 24, = 0, 
where u(x, s) is related to the field, A is related to the permitivity, and B 
is related to both the permittivity and conductivity, with BE 0 if the con- 
ductivity is identically zero. The finite slab occupies the region 0 <x 6 1. 
An incident field, ui(s) impinges normally on the slab from the left and 
gives rise to a reflected field, ~~(3). A discontinuous change in permittivity 
at the back edge of the slab introduces the condition 
where c, is a positive constant. It can be shown that the incident and 
reflected fields are related by 
d(s) = p(0) u’(s - 2) + j-i R(0, s-s’) d(d) ds’, s > 0, (1.1) 
where 
p(x)=rexp[r: B(x’)dx’] 
and r = (1 - c,)/( 1 + c, ). The kernel R in Eq. (1.1) is the impulse response 
function for the medium, is independent of the particular choice of excita- 
tion (u’), and can be shown- to satisfy 
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R(x, s -s’) R(x, s’) ds’ 
+H(s-2(1-x))p(x)R(x,s-2(1-x)) , 1 s>O,s#4(1-X) 
(1.2) 
R(x, 0+) = - $ [.4(x) - B(x)] (1.3) 
R(l, s)=O, (1.4) 
R(x, s)l:I:;; I:‘,: = - $p2(x)[A(x) + B(x)], (1.5) 
where 
0, 
Wx)= 1 
L 
s-co 
s > 0. 
The kernel R is also discontinuous across the line s = 2( 1 -x), but for the 
present analysis the expression for that discontinuity is not needed. 
The inverse problem studied in this paper is that of determining A(x) 
and B(x) for 0 <x < 1. The input data for this problem consists of R(0, s) 
for 0 <s < 4 which corresponds to knowing the impulse response for two 
round trips through the medium. It is assumed throughout this paper that 
A and B are continuous and that R(0, s) is continuous for 0 <s<4 with 
the exception of a possible finite jump discontinuity at s = 2. 
In [2-51 time domain direct and inverse scattering for dissipative media 
are studied in considerable detail. In particular, an existence proof for the 
inverse problem in the special case cr = 1 is given in [3]. It is based on an 
iteration scheme which uses reflection data from both sides of the medium. 
The problem considered in the present paper deals with the more general 
case ci # 1 and uses reflection data from only one side of the medium. In 
fact, this is the first time that a finite time trace of one-sided reflection data 
has been used to establish the existence of a solution of the dissipative 
inverse problem over a given spatial interval. 
The iteration scheme which is developed here is not discussed in [2-51. 
As a numerical algorithm it is neither as efficient nor robust as the other 
numerical inversion schemes presented in those papers; however, it is an 
excellent illustration of the iteration procedure which is used in the exist- 
ence proof presented here. In Section 5 a more robust iteration procedure 
is indicated. 
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2. THE ITERATION SCHEME 
An interation scheme for recovering the coefficients A and B using reflec- 
tion data is now developed. The basis for this scheme is Eq. (1.2) which 
can be rewritten in the form 
f R(Y> s+ 2(x - y)) = M(x, y, s), (2.1) 
where 
Wx, Y, s) = -B(Y) R( y, s + 2(x - Y)) 
-~CA(~)+B(~)I(R*R)(~,~+~(X-~)) 
-H(s+2(,~-1))p(y)CA(y)+B(y)lR(y,s+2(~-1)) (2.2) 
and * represents the convolution operator, 
(f * g)(x, s) = J; f(x, s -s’) g(x, s’) ds’. 
Now let CS1 and L& denote triangular regions in the (x, s) plane given by 
9,={(x,s):0<x<1,0<S<4(1-x)} 
9~={(~,~):O<x<1,4(1-x)<s<4-2x}. 
For (x, S) in $SI integrate Eq. (2.1) from y = 0 to y = x and for (x, s) in G& 
integrate Eq. (2.1) from y =x to y = 1 to obtain 
R(x, s) = 
i 
F(s + 2x) + jf M(x, y, s) dy, if (x, s)E~~; 
(2.3) 
- s I wx, .!J, s) dY, 
if (x, S) E G&; 
x 
where F denotes the measured reflection data, F(s) = R(0, s). 
Now assume quantities A,,, B,, R,, and p, have been determined and let 
M, denote the quantity on the left-hand side of Eq. (2.2) when the sub- 
scripted quantities are inserted into the right-hand side of that equation. 
Then Eqs. (2.3) suggest a means for obtaining the next iterate, R,, , , 
namely 
r 
F(s + 2x) + J.’ M,(x, y, s) dy, if (x, s)E@; 
0 
Rn+,(xts)= (2.4) 
- s 1 MAX, Y? s) dY, 
if (x, s)E~~. 
.Y 
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The next p iterate is obtained from the previous B iterate, 
(2.5) 
Finally, the coefficients A and B are updated via 
An+,(x)= -&R,+l (x,s)I:~~~:~$ -2R,+,(x,O+), (2.6) 
&+1(x)= -~R,~+‘(“.~)l:‘:~~r:~:+2R~+,(x,O+). (2.7) 
Although other methods for updating the p’s, A’S, and B’s suggest hem- 
selves, the particular choice used above yields a scheme which is amenable 
to analysis. To start the iteration, assume that Al = B, = R, =O, p, = r. 
Then R, and pz are given by 
if (x,s)~g,; 
if (x, s)E&; (2.8) 
and 
It follows that 
PAX) = r. (2.9) 
A,(J)=;F(4-2x)-2F(2x), 
B,(x) =; F(4 - 2x) + 2F(2x). 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
3. CONVERGENCE OF THE ITERATION SCHEME 
The iteration scheme described by Eqs. (2.4)-(2.7) can be shown to con- 
verge under certain conditions. The proof of this fact proceeds in two steps. 
First, conditions are established under which the iterates of R and p remain 
uniformly bounded. Second, under the assumption that the iterates are 
uniformly bounded, further conditions are established under which the 
iterates converge to a limit. 
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To demonstrate the uniform boundedness of the iterates, first deline 
functions v and w via 
u( g, h) = h - [2h2 + 8gh2 + 4g2h2 + 12g2h3] 
w(g, h, r) =$ [ln(glrl) -2h] - [2h2 + 8gh* +4g2h2 + 8g”h’] 
and let 52, denote the region ((g, h): g > 0, h > 0, u( g, h) 3 0, 
w(g, h, Y) > O}. Finally, let f, and f2 denote constants such that 
Od.s< 2 
2<.y<4' 
LEMMA. If (8, h) E Q, andf, d v(g, h), f2 G minCu(g, h), w(g, h, ~11 then 
P, ’ < g, R, d h for n = 1, 2, . . . . 
Proof The proof is by induction. Since w> 0 it follows from 
Eq. (2.11) that p,-‘=p;‘=r-‘< g. Also, R,<v<h and 
1~3’1 G WI expP g2w + 2v] < g, since f, < u and f2 d w. Proceeding to the 
induction step, assume pi: 1 and Rk are bounded by g and h respectively 
for k d n. It follows that 
‘B,,’ < 4g2h + 2h 
b,(An + Kz)I d 8gh 
I(R, * R,)(x, s)l 6 h2s. 
Inserting these bounds into Eq. (2.4) yields 
lR,+,I Gh 
since f, d u, f2 < v. Now from Eq. (2.4) it also follows that 
' d f2 + h - u(g, h) - 8xg2h’ 
so that 
and finally 
+h-u(g,h)-8xg2h3)+2h 
since f2 d w. Thus, the iterates remain uniformly bounded. 
Having established that the iterates are uniformly bounded, it now must 
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be shown that these iterates in fact converge. It is convenient to establish 
the following notation which is used in the convergence proof. Define 
+2fI.f21C’L Irl~1(expC2f+-t2f21rl~21-1)} 
P, = 2 + 4g2 + 4gh - 16g3h3 
P2=4+4h+ 12g+4gh+6g2+24g2h+4gh2 
P, = exp[P, d] 
P, = 2( 1 + 2g2) P2 + 4g2( 1 - 4gW) P, P, 
p5 = gpI p2p3 
p6 = gp4 expChp4 (In p3)lp11 
A,={(f,,f2):3(g,h)~Q,satisfyinghmax[P,,P,]d1}. 
THEOREM. If (f,, f2) E A, the iteration scheme (2.4t(2.7) converges. 
Proof. Define 
C?, = sup [IR,~(x,s)-R,~,(x,s)l, IP,~‘(+P,;~I1(x)Il. 
O<.Y<I 
0~~~4-2~ 
For any n it is clear that 
IR,I~;.:4,$r$ dh-8xg2h3<h 
and so it follows from Eqs. (2.6) (2.7) that 
I B,,( < 2h + 2g2h 
IA, + &I < 4g2h 
IP,(An + 4J G 4gh. 
From the definition of B, it now follows that 
/II,-B,-‘I d2c,+2]p,2/ i(R,-R,_,)l~_4,~:_~ltI 
+21R,+,I;3--C,{+I Ipi 2-pn-2,1 
G c,[2 + 4g2 + 4g(h - 8xg2h3)] 
and so 
(3.1) 
s ’ IB,-B,-,I dxGP,c,. 0 
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Now an upper bound for the quantity IR,,, 1 - R,zl in the regions $Z$, & 
can be determined. The estimate in gz is the greater of these two, and this 
yields 
lR *+I-&I GPP,hc,. (3.2) 
In obtaining this bound, the convolution term in Eq. (2.4) is estimated by 
6 I x I(A,+&)(R, * R- -, *L,) 0 
+(A.+B,,-A,,-,-B,,-,)(R,~~, *R-111. 
Similarly, an upper bound for Ip,;+j I - p; ’ 1 can be determined via 
Now it can be shown that gPI > hP, in 9,. Assume further that a P, exists 
such that 
epIcO d P3( g, h, r) 
for all n. Then it follows that 
(3.3) 
c n+L~<PlP3C,. (3.4) 
Using (3.4), (3.2), and the first inequality in (3.1), the new estimate 
IB, -B,-, I d [2hP2 + 4g2hP, + 4g2(h - 8xg’h3) P, P3] c,mm , 
is obtained, and so 
5 ’ IB,-B,-,I dx<hP,c,_,. 0 
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It now follows that 
<hPjc,p,, 
lp~~l-~,‘lbgCexp(hP,c,.~,)-ll 
d hP,c,,p,. 
Finally, this yields the inequality 
C n+ldC,-1 h max[P,, Pb]. (3.5) 
The purpose in deriving this last estimate is that the factor h in (3.5) is 
“small” in the region Q,, and in particular, the iterates R,l converge 
uniformly to a solution of Eq. (1.2) when (fr , fi) E A,. 
It remains to show that condition (3.3) is satisfied for all n. This is shown 
using induction. It follows from the starting procedure shown in Section 2 
that 
c* =f, 
c,dd. 
Since jr1 < 1 it follows that 
ePIL2 6 ePld 
9 
eplc3 < ePld. 
Now assume exp[P, ck] < exp[P, d] for k = 2,3, . . . . n - 1. Then when 
(f, 9 .f*) t nr, 
ePlc,, 6 /lb2 
6 ePId, 
and so it suffices to choose 
P3( g, h) = ePld. 
This completes the proof. 
4. EXAMPLES 
In the previous Section, regions 52, and A, were introduced. Examples of 
these regions are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 for several values of Y. It is the 
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0.04 
0.03 
0.02 
0.01 
0.00 
FIG. 1. The region Qr for various values of r is bounded by the broken line, the solid 
curve, and the g axis. 
regions A, which are of most interest in this work, since the measured 
scattering data, F(s), is easily tested to see if it lies in A,. If it does, then 
convergence of the iteration scheme is guaranteed. Note that as r -+ 0, the 
regions 52, shrink to the null set. This fact can be verified analytically, but 
is also anticipated intuitively by the results in [2-51 in which it is shown 
O’Oo6 _10 
0.002 1 
/ r=0.7 ( 
E  
hl 
0.000 I,.; 
o~oo~.0L44k 0.000 0.002 0.004 
f , 
0.006 
- 
FIG. 2. The region A, for various values of r. 
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0.02 
0.00 
-0.06 
- r=o.z 
--- r=0.8 
FIG. 3. Two round trips of reflection data for different values of Y. 
that when r = 0, additional data is needed for the solution of the inverse 
problem. 
An example of the use of this iteration scheme is now presented. The 
solid line in Fig. 3 shows the scattering data for the A(x), B(x) profiles 
shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The initial estimates of A and B (i.e., A, and B2) 
are shown by dashed lines. After 20 iterations, the iterates (shown by cir- 
cles) are indistinguishable from the original profiles and further iteration 
produces no change. Note that for this example, the set of scattering data 
violates the convergence criteria established in Section 3. This demonstrates 
that those criteria are not necessary conditions for convergence. For 
Original profile 
Initial estimate 
After 20 iterations 
FIG. 4. Reconstructed A profile. 
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- Original profile 
_-- Initial estimate 
o o After 20 iterations 
1 
FIG. 5. Reconstructed B profile. 
purposes of comparison, the dashed line in Fig. 3 shows the scattering data 
for the same profiles but with a larger value of r. Using that data set, 
convergence is even more rapid than in the previous case. 
In the above numerical example, the integrals in the iteration scheme are 
evaluated numerically using the trapezoidal rule. The iterates R(x, S) are 
evaluated at a discrete set of grid points in the (x, S) plane, with grid 
spacing As = 2Ax = A. This numerical approximation of the integrals can 
alter the limit of the iterates, so care must be taken to evaluate the integrals 
as accurately as possible. 
5. CONCLUSION 
It has been proven here that under appropriate, verifiable conditions a 
single time trace of reflection data can be used to reconstruct two inde- 
pendent functions which model the inhomogeneity in a scattering medium. 
The example in Section 4 reinforces the fact that the conditions are 
sufficient but not necessary for convergence of the iteration scheme. 
The iteration scheme studied here was chosen because it was amenable 
to analysis. However, numerical evidence suggests that another iteration 
procedure may be more robust (i.e., have a larger convergence region) 
although a convergence proof appears to be considerably more com- 
plicated. In this alternate procedure the constant p(O) is assumed to be 
known and the iterates B, are forced to take values such that p,(O) = p(O). 
(Knowledge of p(O) is theoretically possible due to the form of the 
reflection operator given in Eq. (1.1 ).) 
409/157.‘?-17 
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Modifications of the convergence proof in Section 3 may produce less 
conservative convergence criteria. Use of the inequality (3.4) to obtain an 
improved inequality (3.5) suggests that improvements may be possible by 
using (3.5) to further refine the estimates of B,, - B, 1, etc. Also, use of 
norms other than the sup norm would produce requirements less stringent 
on the scattering data. 
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